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Osaka University of Liberal Arts and Education

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 12, 1961)

In the following, we deal chiefly with the case when the inverse
images of closed continuous mappings become normal.

Theorem 5. Let f(X)--Y be a closed continuous mapping of a
topological space X onto a paracompact Hausdorff space Y. Then X
is normal if and only if, for each point y of Y, any two disjoint
closed subsets A, B of the inverse image f-(y) can be separated by
open sets of X, that is, there exist open sets G, H of X such that
GA, HB and GH=.

Proof. The "only if" part is obvious. So that we shall prove
the "if" part. Let A and B be two disjoint closed sets of X and
let G be an open set of X. Then we can see that the set {ylf-(y)
AG} is an open set of Y. In fact, let Yo be any point such that
f-(yo)AG and let V--Y--f(A(X--G)). Then, since f is a closed
continuous mapping, V is an open set of Y and yoeV, f-(V)A
(X--G)--. Hence f-(V)AG. Therefore the set {ylf-(y)
AG} is an open set of Y. Now let Uo=[ylf-(y)AG, f-(y)
BX--G], then Uo is an open set of Y. For any point Y0 of
Y, f-(yo)A and f-(yo)B are disjoint closed sets of f-(Yo). By
assumption, there exist two open sets Go, H0 of X such that f-(Yo)
AGo, f-(yo)BHo and GoHo--. Since GoHo--, we get

HoaX--Go. Hence y0 Uo,. Then we can see that the family of open
sets [Uo]G ranges over all open sets of X] is an open covering of
Y. Since Y is paracompact Hausdorff space, there exists a locally
finite open covering {Vol G} where (4J is a family of open sets of

X such that VaCUa for every Ge(. Let H--"-(f-i(Wo)-G), then

H is an open set of X and [f-(Vo)G]Ge} is locally finite. Hence
H= (f-(Vo)G) (f-(Va)G). On the other hand, since f-
(Vo),-,ACf-x( Uo)AC8, we get f-(Vo)ACf-x(Vo)GCH. 8inee

{f-x(Vo)lG(} covers X, we get AH. On the other hand, f-(Vo)
BGf-(Uo),--,B,--,G(X--G)G--. Then BH=. Hence we

have an open set X--H which contains B. Thereore A and B are

separated by open ses H and X--H, and so hag X is normal. This
completes the prooL
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Corollarr 2.1 (H. Tamano [lJ). Iff is a closed continuous mapp-
ing of a topological space X onto a paracompact Hausdorff space
Y, then X is normal if and only if, for any point y of Y, the
inverse image f-l(y) is normal and every bounded continuous func-
tion on f-(y) has a continuous extension over the space X.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the "if" part. Let A0 and B0
be two disjoint closed subsets of f-(Yo), then there exists a bounded
continuous function f0 defined on f-(Yo) such that fo(X)----O for each
xeAo and f0(x)-I for each xeBo. Let f be a continuous extension

of f0 over X and let Go- x f(x)<- and Ho- z f(z)>- Then

Go and H0 are open sets of X such that AoGo, BoHo and GoHo---. Then, by Theorem 5, X is normal. This completes the proof.
Corollar 2.2. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a Haus-

dorff spe X onto a paracompact Hausdorff spe Y such that the in-
verse image f-(y) is normal and the boundary f-(y) is compt

for every point y of Y, then X is normal.
Proof. Let A and B be two disjoint closed subsets of f-(y),

then by the normality of f-(y), there exist on sets G and H of
X such that Af-’(y)G, Bf-(y)H and f-(y)GH=.

Since f-(y) is compact and X is a Hausdorff space, there exist
on sets G0 and H0 of X such that f-(y)AGo, f-(y)BHo
and GoHo--. Now let G’--[Int f-(y)GJ[GoG, H’--[Int f-

B(y)H][HoH] then AG’ and H. Since (Go.G) lint f
(y)H]f-(y)GH:, we have G’H’:. Hence, by Theorem
5, X is normal. This completes the proof.

Corollar 2.3. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a regular
topological space onto a parompt Hausdorff spe Y such that
the inverse image f-(y) is normal and the boundary f-(y) has
the LindelSf property for every point y of Y, then X is normal.

Proof. In the proof of Corollary 2.2, f-(y)A and f-(y)B
are disjoint closed sets and each of which has the LindelSf property.

Since X is regular, we can see that there exist on sets G0 and
H0 of X such that f-(y)AGo, f-(y)BHo and GoHo=.
Hence we can apply the same argument as Corollary 2.2.

Theorem 5. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a topological
spe X onto a. paracompt Hausdorff space Y, then X is para-
compact and normal if and only if the following three conditions
are satisfied: for every point y of Y, (a) any two disjoint closed
subsets of f-(y) are separated by open sets of X, (b) f-(y) is para-
compact, (c) for any locally finite open covering {U.} of the boundary
f-(y), there exists a locly finite system [V.} of open sets of X

such that V,f-’(y)U, for eh a and {V,} covers f-(y).
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Proof. The "only if" part is obvious. We shall prove the "if"
part in the following. The normality of X follows from the condi-
tion (a) by virtue of Theorem 5. We next prove the paracompactness
of X. Let {U} be an open covering of X, then, since f-(y)is para-
compact, there exists a locally finite open refinement {W} of {f-(y)

U,}. Let W=WIntf-(y). By the condition (c), there exists a
locally finite system {W,"} of open sets of X such that Wf-(y)f-(y)W for each / and each W’ is contained in some U.
Then {W, W,"} is a locally finite system of open sets of X and covers
the set f-(y) and any set of {W, W,"} is contained in some U.

Let {(1 aeA} be the set of all locally finite systems of open
sets of X such that, for each a, every set of ( is contained in some
U, Then {ValaA} where Va-Y--f(X--{GIG]) is an open
covering of Y by the closedness of f. Since Y is paracompact, there
exists a locally finite open refinement {W, 15eA} of {V. laeA}. For
every W,, we can find Va(,) of {V.]aeA} such that W,CV.(,). Then
{f-(W,)GIGe<,);5eJ} is locally finite open refinement of {U}.
Hence X is paracompact. This completes the proof.

Corollary. 2.4. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a Haus-
dorff space X onto a paracompact Hausdorff space Y such that the in-
verse image f-l(y) is paracompact and the boundary f-l(y) is compact

for every point y of Y, then X is paracompact and normal.
Proof. From Corollary 2.2, we can see that the condition (a)is

satisfied. The condition (c) follows from the compactness of f-(y).
Hence by Theorem 6, we get Corollary 2.4.

Corollary, 2.5. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a regular
topological space X onto a paracompact Hausdorff space Y such that
the inverse image f-(y) is paracompact and normal and the boundary
f-(y) has the LindelSf property for every point y of Y, then X

is paracompact and normal.
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, we can easily see that X is normal. We

next prove that the condition (c) is satisfied. Since f-(y)has the
LindelSf property, we may consider, as a locally finite open covering,
a locally finite countable open covering {U} of f-(y). On the
other hand, from the proof of Lemma 1 of C. H. Dowker [2, we can
see that there exists a locally finite countable open covering {V} of
X such that VAU for each i. Therefore the condition (c) of
Theorem 6 is satisfied. Hence, by Theorem 6, X is paracompact.
This completes the proof.
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